Growth and Structural Properties of Pb Islands on Epitaxial Graphene on Ru(0001)
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ABSTRACT: Structural properties of Pb islands grown on graphene/Ru(0001) at various deposition temperatures (TD) and annealing temperatures (TA) are investigated by a low-temperature scanning tunneling microscope. Single-layer Pb islands with a 2 × 2 reconstruction are only formed at TD of 80 K and disappear with post-annealing to room temperature (RT). It is revealed that a morphological transition of the Pb islands takes place, from irregular shapes to a hexagonal equilibrium shape, with increasing TD or TA to RT. Moreover, Pb islands grown at TD of RT are larger than those grown at a TD of 80 K and annealed to RT. All Pb islands with a TA or TD of RT are (111)-faceted with thicknesses of even-numbered atomic layers and exhibit a weak interaction between Pb and graphene.

INTRODUCTION

Graphene, a single sheet of carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice, is an ideal two-dimensional (2D) material that has attracted great interest because of its unique electronic structure, high carrier mobility, and relativistic quantum phenomena.1−3 In recent years, the epitaxial growth and electronic structures of graphene on SiC and a variety of transition metal substrates have been studied intensively.4−12 Meanwhile, the structural and physical/chemical properties of foreign materials grown on graphene13−15 are also important issues for both fundamental research and potential applications. Dispersive and size-uniform transition metal nanoclusters for potential applications in catalysis and magnetic data storage have been fabricated on graphene using graphene moiré patterns as templates.16−18 Recently, extended Pb islands have been grown on graphene/SiC (G/SiC), and a weak interaction between Pb islands and graphene substrate has been proposed.19 However, despite the great importance of the morphology and size of Pb islands to the electronic properties20−27 (e.g., quantum size effects and superconductivity), a systematic study of the growth and structural evolution of Pb islands grown on graphene moiré templates is still needed.

In this work, we study the structural and initial growing properties of Pb islands on graphene/Ru(0001) (G/Ru) resulting from different deposition substrate temperatures (TD) and annealing temperatures (TA) by a low-temperature scanning tunneling microscope (LT-STM). Single-layer and irregular-shaped bilayer Pb islands have been successfully constructed at a TD of 80 K. We observe a morphological transition of the Pb islands from irregular shapes to hexagons after post-annealing to room temperature (RT), and Pb islands grow larger as TD increases, approaching RT. All Pb islands with TA or TD of RT are (111)-faceted with thickness of even atomic layers. These even-layered Pb islands are quasi-free-standing because of a weak interfacial Pb–C coupling.

EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATION DETAILS

The experiments were conducted with an ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) LT-STM system (Unisoku) at a base pressure of 1 × 10−10 mbar. The Ru(0001) surface was prepared by repeated cycles of sputtering with argon ions and annealing to 950 °C. High quality, large-area monolayer graphene was obtained via pyrolysis of ethylene on Ru(0001) substrate that was held at 950 °C.8 The Pb source was made from a piece of Pb (purity of 99.999%) wrapped by a tungsten wire that can be heated up via passing current. The Pb source was thoroughly degassed prior to Pb deposition. The typical deposition rate was ~0.01 monolayer (ML)/min (1 ML = 9.4 × 1014 atoms/cm², corresponding to a single layer of bulk Pb(111)), as calibrated by STM. The G/Ru(0001) substrate was held at either 80 K (by liquid nitrogen cooling) or RT during Pb deposition. All STM images were acquired at 77 K in constant-current mode with electrochemically etched tungsten tips, and the given voltages refer to the sample.

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) with the local-density approximation (LDA). The periodic slab model contains 2 × 2 graphene and one Pb atom. In this model, all atoms were fully relaxed until the net force on each atom was less than 0.01 eV/Å. In our calculations the k-sampling was 21 × 21 × 1, and the energy cutoff of the plane-wave basis sets was 400 eV.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Monolayer graphene prepared on Ru(0001) substrate exhibits a regular moiré pattern with a periodicity of ~3 nm due to the lattice mismatch between graphene and the Ru(0001) surface. After Pb deposition of ~0.6 ML at \( T_D \) of 80 K, we transfer the sample immediately to the STM at 77 K and observe the formation of two-dimensional (2D) islands of Pb on G/Ru, as shown in Figure 1a. A hexagonal superstructure stemming from the moiré pattern of graphene is observable as a modulation of the graphene moiré pattern. A line profile analysis (Figure 1b) reveals that the Pb islands have apparent heights of either 0.22 or 0.60 nm with respect to G/Ru. Considering that a single atomic step of bulk Pb(111) has a height of 0.28 nm, we assign these islands to be single-layer or bilayer Pb islands, respectively. Single-layer Pb islands show a hexagonal structure with a lattice constant of 0.5 nm (Figure 1c), twice that of graphene. Thus, the single-layer Pb islands are actually \( 2 \times 2 \) superstructures with respect to the graphene lattice. To figure out the adsorption site of Pb atoms with respect to the graphene layer, we performed DFT calculations. The \( 2 \times 2 \) Pb superstructure on G/Ru(0001) is modeled by a \( 2 \times 2 \) Pb superstructure on a free-standing graphene layer, each unit cell including one Pb atom and eight carbon atoms. Three possible adsorption sites (hollow, bridge, and atop) of Pb atoms with respect to the free-standing graphene layer are considered. Our calculations show that the hollow site, where a Pb atom is placed at the hexagonal center of underlying carbon atoms, is the most stable adsorption site. The binding energy is about 60 meV lower than that of the top site and 41 meV lower than that of the bridge site. Figure 1d illustrates the STM simulation (left panel) with the structural model (right panel) of single-layer Pb island on G/Ru(0001), where each yellow protrusion in the STM simulation corresponds to the one Pb atom. The STM simulation reproduces the main feature of the atomic-resolution STM image (see the white rhombus in Figure 1c) and confirms the \( 2 \times 2 \) Pb superstructure, although the ripple of the moiré pattern is not considered in our simulation.

While the single-layer Pb islands have a lattice constant of 0.5 nm, the bilayer Pb islands show a hexagonal lattice with an atomic periodicity of 0.33 nm, slightly smaller than the lattice constant of 0.35 nm for Pb(111) surface. As a hexagonal shape is expected for the (111)-faceted Pb island at its thermodynamic equilibrium state, the frequently observed irregular shaped Pb islands grown on G/Ru (Figure 1a) indicate that the \( T_D \) of 80 K is not high enough for the bilayer Pb islands to reach their thermodynamic equilibrium shapes. From an atomic diffusion point of view,\(^{28-30}\) the edge diffusion and kink crossing processes have already been activated at 80 K, leading to the formation of compact (111)-faceted Pb islands, whereas the kink and corner breaking processes requiring higher activation energies\(^{28}\) are probably hindered, resulting in nonequilibrium shapes of these Pb islands.

The formation of extended 2D Pb islands across several unit cells of the graphene moiré pattern at the low temperature of 80 K is very similar to that of Pb grown on G/SiC\(^{19}\) and HOPG.\(^{31}\) This 2D growth is different from the formation of dispersive metal nanoclusters at the specific sites of graphene moiré patterns, such as Pt clusters on G/Ru.\(^{17}\) The growth of dispersive metal nanoclusters is due to the inhomogeneous electronic structures of the graphene moiré patterns and relatively strong interaction between Pt atoms and graphene. This indicates that the interaction between Pb and G/Ru is comparatively weak, and the growth is mainly dominated by the cohesive interaction between Pb atoms. It is also noteworthy that the formation of single-layer Pb islands with \( 2 \times 2 \) superstructures like those observed in our current study is absent in previous reports of Pb growth on G/SiC and graphite.\(^{19,32}\)

The single-layer Pb islands disappear and the bilayer Pb islands take a hexagonal shape after post-annealing to RT for 10 min, as seen in Figure 2a. The disappearance of single layer Pb islands indicates that such \( 2 \times 2 \) superstructures are not stable at RT and that the Pb–Pb interaction is dominant over the...
Pb—C interaction. The transition of the bilayer Pb islands from the irregularly shaped morphology to the hexagonal equilibrium shape after post-annealing demonstrates that the kink and corner breaking processes have been activated at RT. After repeated cycles of Pb deposition at $T_\text{D}$ of 80 K and post-annealing to RT, a large number of Pb islands with an average lateral size of $\sim$20 nm are formed on G/Ru at a total Pb coverage of $\sim$3 ML, as shown in Figure 2b. Line profile analysis discloses island heights of 0.6, 1.2, and 1.8 nm with respect to G/Ru(0001), corresponding to the island thickness of 2, 4, and 6 layers of Pb, respectively. High-resolution STM images of bilayer and four-layer Pb islands reveal hexagonal lattices with average atomic distances of 0.33 and 0.36 nm, respectively (Figure 2c,d). These values are close to the lattice constant ($\sim$0.35 nm) of bulk Pb(111).

For comparison, we also studied the growth of Pb on G/Ru at RT, as shown in Figure 3a with $\sim$0.16 ML Pb coverage. Unlike the observation at $T_\text{D}$ of 80 K, no single-layer Pb island is observed at the $T_\text{D}$ of RT, evidencing that the weak interaction between Pb and graphene at higher $T_\text{D}$ does not favor the wetting of single layer Pb on G/Ru. Besides, all Pb islands show the equilibrium shape of hexagons, similar to Pb islands grown at 80 K with subsequent post-annealing to RT. With increasing Pb coverage, the Pb islands grow in lateral sizes and thickness. At Pb coverage of $\sim$1 ML, large Pb islands with lateral sizes over 100 nm can be found (Figure 3b). As identified from the contour of the large Pb island, it results from merging of two Pb islands with hexagonal shape, which is different from the formation of small and densely packed Pb islands at $T_\text{D}$ of 80 K and subsequent annealing to RT (Figure 2b). This demonstrates that the diffusion at RT is more efficient, which helps to grow large islands. The different growth behaviors can be understood according to the nucleation theory of epitaxy. The nucleation density is inversely proportional to the diffusion coefficient, which is exponentially related to the deposition temperature. Therefore, high deposition temperature results in low nucleation density and therefore favors the formation of large Pb islands, which is the case of Pb deposited on G/Ru at RT.

Interestingly, the growth of Pb islands is not impeded by the steps of G/Ru(0001). Instead, the Pb islands can grow across the steps of G/Ru(0001) and extend over several terraces, as shown in Figure 3b. The line profile analysis (Figure 3c) reveals that different parts of the island, whether on the upper or on the lower terraces of step edges, have the same thickness, and the whole island has the equilibrium shape, as if the steps were absent. This carpet-like growth mode of Pb on G/Ru is very similar to that of graphene grown on Ru(0001), where the graphene sheet grows continuously across the steps of Ru(0001) and covers the steps like a carpet. A schematic model of this carpet-like growth mode of Pb on G/Ru(0001) is shown under the line profile in Figure 3c.

It is notable that Dil and co-workers observed a formation of only even-numbered Pb films for Pb grown on epitaxial graphite at 100 K by means of photoemission spectroscopy, and their first-principles calculations revealed a magic stability of even-numbered free-standing Pb films, which suggest a weak interfacial Pb—C coupling. Thus, our similar observation that all Pb islands with the $T_A$ or $T_D$ of RT have thicknesses of evenly numbered layers suggests that the Pb islands on G/Ru are quasi-free-standing. When imaging Pb islands on graphene continuously, the drag-up of a large part of a Pb island by the STM tip can be observed (see Figure 4a,b), further confirming the weak interaction between Pb and graphene.

The absence of odd-numbered Pb islands on graphene or graphite surfaces is different from that of Pb growth on Si(111), where odd-numbered Pb films still can be observed despite their stability being weaker than that of the even-numbered ones. The reason for such different behaviors for Pb growth on G/Ru and Si(111) relies on the different electronic structures at the interfaces between Pb and substrates. In contrast to the relatively weak interfacial coupling between Pb and G/Ru, the active dangling bonds of the Si(111) surfaces result in very strong Pb—Si bonding and the formation of a stable wetting layer of Pb on Si(111). The different interfacial coupling and structures of Pb on G/Ru and Pb on Si(111) lead to different surface energies and stabilities of odd- and even-numbered Pb islands/films.
We investigate the growth and structural properties of Pb islands on G/Ru employing a LT-STM. The formation of extended 2D Pb islands on G/Ru at TD of 80 K and RT is observed. Single-layer Pb islands with a 2 × 2 reconstruction are constructed only at a TD of 80 K. It is revealed that the morphology of the Pb islands transforms from irregular shapes to hexagonal equilibrium shape with increasing TD or Tres of RT. All Pb islands except the single-layer ones are (111)-faceted with thicknesses of an even number of atomic layers. These even-numbered Pb islands are quasi-free-standing because of a weak interfacial Pb–C coupling. Our results provide useful information about the interfacial structures and properties of Pb on graphene, which will be helpful for tuning the superconductivity and quantum size effects of Pb islands grown on graphene.
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